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 Virginia Tech is a college I would like to attend after I graduate high school.  I am 

planning to major in Psychology and have done research on that major as well as a few more 

categories.  I researched school history, traditions, application process, financial aid, my field of 

study, and career opportunities.   

History and Traditions of Virginia Tech 

 Virginia Tech has many interesting traditions that one not familiar with the university 

would know about.  On the page on Virginia Tech’s website about their traditions, one very 

interesting one is their mascot the “Hokie”.  For many years their mascot was a bird with a very 

long neck referred to as the “Gobbler”.  An art student set out to improve the mascot, it is told on 

the site this way “arriving on the playing field by helicopter.  The turkey-ish figure, which 

proceeded to wow the crowd with its antics, was referred to as the Hokie mascot, the Hokie, and 

Hokie Bird.  Eventually the term Hokie Bird stuck” (Students and Alumni).  Another very 

interesting tradition is the history of the cannon “skipper”.  One Saturday when Virginia Tech 

was playing an in state opponent, VMI, when the cadets of VMI started a chant that Virginia 

Tech fans did not like.  VMI shoots a cannon every time after they score and after Tech would 

score VMI cadets chanted “where’s your cannon?”  This irritated the Virginia Tech Fans greatly, 

so Virginia Techs Cadets proceeded to get their own cannon for the next time they played VMI.  

The article states it went like this “On the first firing at the next game with VMI, the eager 
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Cadets tripled the charge, blowing the hats off a number of VMI Cadets…. They never heard 

VMI chant again (Students and Alumni).  The history of Virginia Tech’s name is also very 

interesting.  The university opened in 1872 under the name Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 

State University.  There have been quite a few name changes as the website states “Virginia 

Polytechnic Institute and State University officially opened on October 1 1872… during its 

existence the university has operated under many legal names”(Historical Digest).  That name 

was very long which people did not like saying, so it was officially changed to Virginia 

Polytechnic Institute.  The name between then and now still changed a few more times because 

people did not like saying the long name the university had.  After many name changes, the state 

legislature stepped in and said “bestowed upon it the present legal name, Virginia Polytechnic 

Institute and State University… its official nickname is Virginia Tech”(Historical Digest).  Many 

of the great things students and alumni enjoy today came from many changes in the past. 

Application Process and Financial Aid 

 I found the application process and financial aid websites very helpful for someone who 

wants to apply to Virginia Tech.  One page on Virginia Tech’s website listed the requirements 

for incoming freshmen.  The site says one needs eighteen units of high school work.  It also 

mentions the average GPA and SAT scores from last years freshmen “Fall 2014 freshmen mid 

50% GPA:3.80-4.23 SAT:1170-4.23”(Requirements as a Freshman).  That page also listed other 

factors that were taken into consideration when incoming freshmen are selected.  It explains that 

all ethnicity, sex, and major requested all go into consideration.  They go into consideration 

because the university is required to have a certain amount of minorities.  Although those are 

taken into consideration, the site explains the are not the most important “Many factors are 

considered, the most important being rigor of academic program, grades in academic courses, 
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and standardized testing scores”(Requirements as a Freshman).  This page was very helpful to 

me, so I knew where I stand against other incoming freshmen and what I need to improve on.  

Financial aid was also another category I researched because most college students want 

financial aid.  The scholarship and financial aid department website has many sections covering 

many different options for each student.  One of the most popular that anyone can apply for is 

FAFSA.  When you get more information about this particular program it will give a student 

help on the website and also lists times when the student can go in and get help in person filling 

out the application.  The website proves this by stating “During the month of February USFA 

will be available to assist students and families in submitting their FAFSA applications” 

(University Scholarships and Financial Aid).  This site also explains what HokieSPA is.  SPA 

stands for student personal access which is specifically for the student’s experience.  It is meant 

to help the students when needed by letting them view their academic and financial information. 

All of that is done to help give the student a very positive relationship with the university.  When 

the website talks about HokieSPA it states “HokieSPA (student personal access) is a tool for 

students, faculty, and staff that allows you to view academic, financial, and other pertinent 

information about your relationship with Virginia Tech” (University Scholarships and Financial 

Aid).  The application process and financial aid was one of the more helpful items I researched.   

Field of Study 

 The field of study I plan on going into is Psychology.  Researching this was very helpful 

because I found out what classes I will need to take in college and other recommended things I 

should take part in.  The psychology department put up a detailed and explained checklist on 

what psychology majors need in order to graduate.  The site also states you must meet the 

University’s CLE requirements on top of the psychology ones.  Just a little of the requirements 
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stated on the website are “Psychology majors are required to take 28 semester hours within the 

department and 15 in other departments”(Major Check Sheet for Students Graduating in 

Calendar Year 2016).  The fifteen minimum hours you must take in other departments are not 

just random, there are specific classes a psychology major must take outside of the department.  

The site also says one hundred and twenty full total hours must be taken in the department in 

order to graduate.  In those classes a student takes to fill their one hundred and twenty hours they 

must maintain at least a GPA of 2.0.  This is backed up by the website stating “To graduate, 

students must have completed 120 semester hours within the department and have an overall 

GPA of 2.0.  They must also have an in major GPA of 2.0; all courses taken within the 

department of psychology count toward the in major GPA” (Major Check Sheet for Students 

Graduating in Calendar Year 2016).  The psychology department website also states what 

opportunities you have after you graduate.  One option students have is go to graduate school 

where the website says you will do “training I research methods and statistics… ensures rigorous 

training within a students specified area of expertise” (Graduate Information).  The site also has 

listed many programs a student may attend after graduating majoring in psychology.  

Development science deals with the development of people which is what I am personally most 

interested in.  When the department website is explaining what development science is it states it 

is “development of psychological science covering the human lifespan” (Graduate Information).  

The psychology department website helped me learn a lot about what I will be doing as an 

undergraduate student trying to major in it and also what opportunities will be available after 

graduation. 
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Career Opportunities 

 From what I have found in my research there are many options after majoring in 

psychology.  After graduating a one can get a job right away or even attend graduate school 

which would open up many more opportunities.  The psychology department website says about 

thirty five percent of students attend graduate school after graduating while the remaining sixty 

five percent pursues professions right after graduating.  When the psychology department 

website is explaining what students tend to do after graduating it states “about 35% of our 

students attend graduate or professional schools. Many others work for a brief time, then return 

to school to obtain an advanced degree.  Psychologists holding masters or doctoral degrees work 

in a wide variety of fields” (Information for Prospective Students).  The psychology department 

website also explains how large and professional of a department they have.  It goes on to 

explain it is a part of the college of science which is one of the main draws of the university. 

Lastly it explains that the department places a large emphasis on research which is what many 

psychology students are expected to do.  The department explains how well know they are by 

saying “Psychology is one of eight academic departments comprising the college of science, and 

one of the largest majors in the university…an emphasis is placed on research and the methods 

by which is carried out” (Information for Prospective Students).  Another section of psychology I 

am very interested in is clinical science.  The department website says the goals for those 

students are for them to be able to perform successful research, treatment, and prevention.  The 

department explains how important those goals are by stating “These standards and milestones 

have become part of annual student activities report that serves as the basis for evaluating 

students’ performance”(Clinical Science).  The site also explains how difficult it is to get into the 

clinical science program.  All the criteria is listed on the site along with the requirements for a 
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student’s GPA.  When the site is discussing how difficult of a program clinical science is to get 

into is it states “competitive applicants typically have GPA’s above 3.2 and GRE verbal and 

quantitative scores at or above the 60th percentile” (Clinical Science).  There are many different 

opportunities after majoring in psychology, but as a result of the department being so popular the 

standards are very high and competitive. 

Conclusion 

 Virginia Tech is a very prestigious school with many draws to every student.  The 

university has very interesting traditions and history.  The psychology department is a very 

difficult department to get into because of how popular it is, but there are countless great 

opportunities after graduating.  
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